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ZERO EMMISSION
ELECTRICAL BREATHING AIR UNIT



The VULCAN breathing air system can be used 
multifunctionally. The unit uses either the electric 
compressor or the high-pressure cylinders for the air 
supply, so even if the electrical power is temporarily 
unavailable, one can continue to use the unit. 

It is possible to work with so-called free flow suits or 
welding helmets with the VULCAN, because the air supply 
of the unit is approximately  300 liters/minute per line. 
Naturally, working with overpressure face pieces is also 
no problem.

In addition to the standard version of the VULCAN, there 
is also the option to build in a digital control panel so you 
can view all the information in a well-organized manner. 
But that is not all, you can also log all the available data 
per user, such as deployment time, air consumption and 
whether there have been any alarms.

On top of that you can also access the VULCAN unit 
from the office using an app on your telephone, iPad 
or computer. You can view all the available information 
in this app, which makes it very easy to manage the 
VULCAN remotely.

The complete unit is CE approved by Lloyd’s Register 
and in compliance with SIR 
category A1, A2,B1, B2 en B3

THIS NEW ELECTRIC BREATHING AIR COMBO-SYSTEM 
IS THE FIRST COMPLETE ZERO EMISSION UNIT.
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Streamlined trailer

1x 80 liters 300 bar Back-Up cylinder 
3x 80 liters High Pressure unit

With spring-driven stainless-steel 
reels with guide rollers, each with 
25 meter breathing air hose

Digital Display

Aluminum roller shutter

Gas Detection 
LEL/O2/CO/H2S



Digital control panel with High and Low 
Pressure gauges, flow meter per air line, 
stop watch per user and total hour counter. 
Complete data logging per user. Fault and 
alarm messages for the user and for the 
operator are readable remotely with GPS 
positioning (Track and Trace)

Durable aluminum control panel for up to 4 
breathing air users. Execution dependent on 
options such as digital display and gas detection.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-  Electrical Breathing Air Combo Unit,  4 air lines including High Pressure Back-Up system (1 x 80 liters 300 bar)
-  Also useable as High-Pressure unit with 3 x 80 liters 300 bar available air including Back-Up
-  Air capacity electrical compressor 300 liters/minute per air line
-  Connection electrical compressor 32 A 11KW  380V 3ph 50 Hz
-  Because a frequency converter is used, the wrong direction of rotation of the compressor is impossible.
-  Air quality in accordance with EN 12021
-  In accordance with SIR categories A1, A2, B1, B2 and B3
-  Spring-driven stainless-steel reels with guide rollers, each with 25 meter breathing air hose
-  Optional gas detection on air intake compressor LEL/O2/H2S/CO 
-  Optional continuous breathing air monitoring according to EN 12021 on outgoing air
-  Digital control panel
 - Complete monitoring of all users and the VULCAN-unit
 - High and Low Pressures readable
 - Air flow readable per line 
 - Deployment time per user and in total
 - Possibility to set different hazard categories that enable or disable certain protections.
 - Alarm notifications when limits are exceeded
 - All user data and alarms etc. are logged for reports
 - Self-tests and diagnoses entire system if deviations occur
 - Remote support through cloud access for operator or service department
 - GPS Tracking
 - Continuation of operation and logging of all data, even in the event of a power outage for a few hours

Spring-driven stainless-steel reels with 
guide rollers, each with 25 meter breathing 
air hose

Wheel arches finished with aluminum 
diamond plate

LED lighting for the control panel
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